Graduates of this program will:

1. Communicate clearly and accurately, verbally and written, information about automotive technology.
2. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test for engine repair.
3. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for engine performance.
4. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for automotive transmission/transaxles.
5. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for manual transmission/transaxles.
6. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for brakes.
7. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for steering and suspension.
8. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for electricity and electronics.
9. Complete the ASE student certification exam and perform the hands-on diagnostic test and repair for heating and air conditioning.